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»

The » symbol leads you through nested menu items and dialog box options to a final action. The sequence Design>Add Teardrops>Selected pads directs you to pull down the Design menu, select the Add Teardrops item, and select Selected pads from the resulting dialog box.

This icon denotes a tip, which alerts you to advisory information.

This icon denotes a note, which alerts you to important information.

**bold**

Bold text denotes items that you must select or click in the software, such as menu items and dialog box options. Bold text also denotes parameter names.

*italic*

Italic text denotes variables, emphasis, a cross-reference, or an introduction to a key concept. Italic text also denotes text that is a placeholder for a word or value that you must supply.

**monospace**

Text in this font denotes text or characters that you should enter from the keyboard, sections of code, programming examples, and syntax examples. This font is also used for the proper names of disk drives, paths, directories, programs, subprograms, subroutines, device names, functions, operations, variables, filenames, and extensions.
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Introduction

National Instruments Circuit Design Suite is a suite of EDA (Electronics Design Automation) tools that assist you in carrying out the major steps in the circuit design flow.

Ultiboard is used to design printed circuit boards, perform certain basic mechanical CAD operations, and prepare them for manufacturing. It also provides automated parts placement and layout.

This manual describes some of the basic features of Ultiboard.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the *NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes* for a list of the features available in your edition.

Refer to *Getting Started with NI Circuit Design Suite* for an introductory tutorial on how to use Ultiboard.

Refer to the *Ultiboard Help* for complete information on the features described in this manual.
User Interface

This chapter introduces you to Ultiboard’s user interface.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the *NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes* for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the *Ultiboard Help* for complete information on the features found in this chapter.
Introduction

Ultiboard is the PCB layout application of National Instruments Circuit Design Suite, a suite of EDA (Electronics Design Automation) tools that assists you in carrying out the major steps in the circuit design flow.

Ultiboard is used to lay out and route printed circuit boards, perform basic mechanical CAD operations, and prepare the PCB for manufacturing. It also provides automated parts placement and layout.
Note For detailed information about the Ultiboard interface, and information on the other components of NI Circuit Design Suite, refer to the Ultiboard Help and the Getting Started with NI Circuit Design Suite manual.

Toolbars

Ultiboard includes the following toolbars:

- **Standard Toolbar**—Use for basic editing functions.
- **View Toolbar**—Use to modify the way the screen is displayed.
- **Main Toolbar**—Use for common board design functions.
- **Select Toolbar**—Use to control selection filters.
- **Draw Settings Toolbar**—Use to select the layer, thickness and unit of measure of a line or object that is being drawn. This toolbar also contains buttons for functions that control the appearance of lines and shapes drawn on any layer except a copper layer.
- **Edit Toolbar**—Use for editing specific elements, including in-place editing and orientation.
- **Align Toolbar**—Use to align and space design elements.
- **Place Toolbar**—Use to place elements such as traces, lines and polygons on the design.
- **Wizard Toolbar**—Contains the wizard functions.
- **Autoroute Toolbar**—Contains the autorouting and placement functions.

Setting Layout Preferences

You can customize virtually any aspect of Ultiboard, including page size, colors, dimensions, PCB layers, pads and vias.

Customization is done through the:

- **Global Preferences** dialog box—Use to set up global preferences. These preferences can vary from computer to computer. These preferences are application-specific, and the same for all designs.
- **PCB Properties** dialog box—Use to set up preferences for the active design’s printed circuit board. These preferences are saved with the design and are in effect when the design is reopened.
Spreadsheet View

Use the Spreadsheet View for fast advanced viewing and editing of parameters including part details such as shape, reference designators, attributes and design constraints.

The Spreadsheet View contains the following tabs:

- **Results**—Search results are displayed here, as well as connectivity check results.
- **DRC**—Displays errors (for example, Design Rule Errors) and warnings as they occur while you work.
- **Parts**—Use to view and edit information about the parts in your design.
- **Part groups**—Use to work with part groups.
- **Nets**—Use to work with the nets in your design.
- **Net groups**—Use to work with net groups.
- **SMT pads**—Use to work with pads for surface-mount devices.
- **THT pads**—Use to work with pads for through-hole technology devices.
- **Vias**—Use to work with vias.
- **Copper areas**—Use to work with copper areas.
- **Keep-ins/Keep-outs**—Use to work with information for keep-in or keep-out areas.
- **Copper layers**—Use to work with layers.
- **Parts position**—Use to view and edit part position information.
- **Statistics**—Displays statistics such as total number of pins, unconnected pins, and number of vias in a design.
Use the Design Toolbox, shown in the figure below, to manage your design by controlling major parts of Ultiboard’s functionality.

The Design Toolbox is made up of two tabs:

- The Projects tab is where you view the projects that are currently open. Each project may contain one or more designs. Double-click on a particular design to make it the active view.

- The Layers tab is where you move between layers of your design, control the appearance of layers, and perform several other functions.
Birds Eye View

Use the **Birds Eye View** to view the design at a glance and easily navigate around the workspace.

Customizing the Interface

The Ultiboard user interface is highly customizable. Toolbars can be docked in various positions and orientations. The contents of the toolbars may be customized. New toolbars can be created. The menu system is fully customizable, including all context menus for the various object types.

The keyboard shortcut system is also customizable. This allows for any keys or key combinations to be assigned to any command that may be placed in a menu or on a toolbar.
Setting Up a Design

This chapter describes some basic features that are useful when setting up a design.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the Ultiboard Help for complete information on the features found in this chapter.

Designs and Projects

Designs are stored inside projects, allowing you to group them together for easy access. In this way, all designs that have a logical connection between them (that is, they may all relate to a specific project) are conveniently located in one file. In the figure below, Getting Started is the project, and GS1 through GS5 are the designs.
Technology Files

You can save the technology settings, such as design rules, from the current design into a technology file using the **Technology File Settings** dialog box. This technology file can be used to import technology settings into another design.

Working with Layers

You can define boards in Ultiboard from 2 to 64 layers thick. Set the number of copper layers in a board in either the **Board Wizard** or in the **PCB Properties** dialog box.

Use the **Layers** tab of the **Design Toolbox** to move through the layers of your PCB design, and control their onscreen appearance. The tab appears as shown in the figure below:
Working with the Board Outline

The Board Outline layer is empty for new designs. You can create a board outline by:

- Drawing a board outline using the drawing tools. For example, choose Place » Graphic » Rectangle to place a rectangular board outline.
- Importing a DXF file from a CAD program.
- Placing a pre-defined outline from the Ultiboard database.
- Using the Board Wizard.

Working with the Group Editor

The Group Editor dialog box is where you create and edit:

- Net groups — You can change the parameters of multiple nets at the same time.
- Part groups — You can change the parameters of multiple parts at the same time.
- Bus groups — Set up a bus group for traces that you wish to route as closely together as possible during auto trace routing.
- Differential pairs — A differential pair has two traces that carry signals that are equal in value, but opposite in polarity.
Working with Parts

This chapter explains some of the basics involved in working with parts in Ultiboard.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the *NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes* for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the *Ultiboard Help* for complete information on the features found in this chapter.

Placing Parts

You can use any of the following methods to place parts on a design:

- Drag them from outside the board outline. This is the most commonly-used method.
- Use the Parts tab in the Spreadsheet View.
- Import a netlist.
- Select parts directly from the Ultiboard database.
- Use the autoplacer.

Ultiboard also has many tools to assist in part placement, including:

- A ratsnest is a straight line connection between pads, indicating their connectivity. The ratsnest identifies the pads which should be connected according to the netlist, but which are not yet connected with traces. Because these represent logical connections, and not the physical copper connections referred to as traces in Ultiboard, they are just straight line connections that can overlap parts and other ratsnest lines.
The figure below shows the ratsnests connecting pads in a design.

• Force vectors help you place parts on the PCB. When you place a part manually on the board, you should pay careful attention to the force vector for that part. It assists you in placing the part as closely as possible to other parts that are attached to the same net.
  
  By moving the part in the direction indicated by the force vector, and trying to minimize the force vector length, you are moving the part to a location that results in the shortest possible combination of ratsnest lines.

  The figure below shows force vectors.

• Use Part Shoving to move one part and have Ultiboard automatically push other parts on the board out of the way to create enough available space for the part.
Editing Properties

You can edit a part from its properties dialog box—select the part and choose Edit»Properties.

The Part Properties dialog box has four tabs:

- **Attributes**—Parts are generally the only elements that have predefined attributes, typically including a RefDes, a value, and a shape. Attributes can be changed, added, and in some cases, removed.
- **Position**—Controls the coordinates of the selected part.
- **3D data**—Controls the properties of the 3D image of the selected part.
- **Part**—This is where you adjust the distance of part shove spacing, enter pin and gate swapping settings, and enter trace clearances.

You can also edit other elements in a similar manner, including attributes (for example, a part’s RefDes), through hole and surface mount pins.

**Tip** Use in-place part editing to add, change or delete a part’s pads and lines, or to place new shapes or lines on it.

**Tip** You can design your own parts using the Database Manager or the Part Wizard.

Swapping Pins and Gates

Pin and gate swapping are done between similar pins and gates to reduce the amount of copper needed to route a given net.

You can swap pins between allowed pins in the same gate (section of an IC). Swapping of pins between gates in the same IC or between similar ICs is not allowed.

Use gate swapping to swap gates for similar gates in the same IC, or for gates in similar ICs.

**Tip** Use automatic pin/gate swapping to swap pins and/or gates after moving parts on the workspace. Pins and gates are swapped to achieve the most efficient routing of nets possible. You can also set up real time pin/gate swapping in the Spreadsheet View, and enable it in the Design rules tab of the PCB Properties dialog box.
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Searching For and Replacing Parts

To find out if a part exists in any open design, search for it with the Edit→Find command. While this command works much like a Find function in other applications, it also allows you to search for a part by name, number, shape, value, or by all variables.

To replace a part, select it and choose Tools→Replace part. The Get a Part From the Database dialog box opens, where you navigate to the desired replacement part.

Working with the Database

Use the Database Manager to add, organize, view, create, and manage the parts in the Ultiboard database.

There are three panels in the Database Manager:
- **Database**—Lists the databases and their sub-categories.
- **Parts**—Lists the parts in the selected sub-category.
- **Preview**—Previews the land pattern of the part selected in the Parts panel.
To make parts easier to locate, the database organizes them into categories and sub-categories. You can expand and collapse the categories and sub-categories in the **Database Manager**: click the plus (+) to expand a category or subcategory, and click the minus (–) to collapse it.

There are default categories and sub-categories, and you can create new ones if necessary. You can copy any database category and its contents to another category or sub-category. The sub-categories that appear by default cannot be deleted, renamed, or moved, but you can delete, rename, or move the ones that you have added.
Working with Nets and Copper

This chapter explains some of the basics involved in working with nets and copper in Ultiboard.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the *NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes* for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the *Ultiboard Help* for complete information on the features found in this chapter.

Nets

The term net is used to describe the connection between pins on a schematic diagram. Nets represent either wires or traces on a printed circuit.

A netlist describes the connectivity of all nets in a design.

Ultiboard has a number of useful tools for working with nets:

- **Net Edit** dialog box—Use to view the nets in the design and to view the pins in the nets. You can also use it to add and delete nets from the design, add and delete pins from an existing net, adjust trace widths in a net, set high speed parameters and adjust a net’s via diameters and via drill hole size.
• **Net Bridge** functionality—Use to make connections between different nets (for example, digital and analog grounds) without losing the properties of either net (see example below.)

![Net Bridge Diagram](image)

• **Spreadsheet View Nets** tab—Use to preview a net in relation to the board, find a net, highlight a selected net, lock and unlock a selected net, set the width and clearance of a selected net, or remove the copper of a selected net.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Net name</th>
<th>Locked</th>
<th>Trace width</th>
<th>Min width</th>
<th>Min clearance</th>
<th>Trace length</th>
<th>Max length</th>
<th>Trunk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10.0000</td>
<td>30.0700</td>
<td>0.0294</td>
<td>101.3250</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10.0000</td>
<td>30.0700</td>
<td>0.0294</td>
<td>152.0045</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10.0000</td>
<td>30.0700</td>
<td>0.0294</td>
<td>180.1571</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• **Net Shielding**—Use to shield a net. Shielding appears as shown in the example below:

![Net Shielding Diagram]

---

**Traces and Vias**

A trace is a narrow section of copper that carries current and signals through the circuit. A single net may consist of many trace sections on the final PCB.

The manual methods used to place traces are:

• **Manual Trace**—This method allows you the maximum control in trace placement. You select the pads and vias to be connected, and dictate the path the trace takes to the next connection. This means that you have the most control over where the trace lies, but you must avoid placing the trace through parts and over other traces.

• **Follow-me Router**—This method allows you to select the next pad or via to be connected by having Ultiboard follow your mouse movement as it places a trace. Ultiboard routes the resulting trace around most obstacles.

• **Connection Machine**—This method connects two pads or vias with a trace that is automatically routed around obstacles. It is the simplest and fastest way to connect two pads, but cannot be used to connect more than two pads at a time.
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**Note**  Depending on your edition of Ultiboard, you may also be able to place traces automatically. Refer to Chapter 6, *Autoplacement and Autorouting*, for details.

**Tip**  Use the **Place**»**Bus** command to connect multiple traces between multi-pinned devices such as ICs.

A via is a plated through-hole used to connect two or more layers of a printed circuit board, as well as the top and bottom surfaces of the board. It can be used to connect parts on different layers or to route traces between layers.

As with other elements in an Ultiboard design, you can edit a via from its properties dialog box—select the via and choose **Edit**»**Properties**.

---

## Copper

As well as traces, an Ultiboard design may include copper areas and power planes.

A copper area is a copper polygon that takes up part of a layer.

A power plane is a copper area that covers an entire layer.

When you double-click on a copper element to display its properties dialog, the name of the dialog box that displays changes to reflect the selected element.

**Tip**  A teardrop is a flare that you can add to a trace where the trace connects to a pad. Use this with very small sized traces, to prevent possible breakage in the copper between the trace and the pad.

---

## Other Elements

Other elements that you can include in your Ultiboard design include:

- Various shapes and graphics such as lines, circles.
- Mounting holes and connectors.
- Jumpers.
- Test points.
- Dimensions.
- Polygons.
- Keep-in/keep-out areas.
To control reflections on high-speed PCBs, it is necessary to make the traces appear as if they are transmission lines. This is done by calculating the characteristic impedance of the trace ($Z_o$) and then terminating it with its characteristic impedance. This makes the trace appear like an infinitely long transmission line, and it will therefore have no reflections, even though in reality it has a finite length. What actually occurs is that all of the energy that travels down the trace is absorbed, and there is no energy left to reflect back. Once you have calculated $Z_o$, you can use it to design the trace’s termination.

There are a number of methods used to terminate transmission lines, for example, series termination, diode termination, which are beyond the scope of this help file. We recommend that you refer to any number of available texts on the subject.

**Note** Equations used are based on the IPC-D-317A document from the IPC organization (www.ipc.org).

Use the **PCB Transmission Line Calculator** to calculate the following parameters for typical printed circuit board trace geometries:

- Characteristic Impedance ($Z_o$).
- Per unit length Capacitance ($C_o$).
- Per unit length Inductance ($L_o$).
- Propagation Delay ($tpd$).

The **PCB Transmission Line Calculator** supports:

- Microstrip Trace Calculations.
- Embedded Microstrip Trace Calculations.
- Centered Stripline Trace Calculation.
- Asymmetric Stripline Trace Calculations.
- Dual Stripline Trace Calculations.

The **PCB Differential Impedance Calculator** performs calculations for two traces that carry signals that are exactly equal and opposite (a differential pair).

Use the **PCB Differential Impedance Calculator** to calculate the following parameters for differential pairs:
- Characteristic Impedance (Zo).
- Per unit length Capacitance (Co).
- Per unit length Inductance (Lo).
- Propagation Delay (tpd).
- Differential Impedance (Zdiff).

The **PCB Differential Impedance Calculator** supports:
- Microstrip Calculations.
- Embedded Microstrip Calculations.
- Centered Stripline Calculations.
- Asymmetric Stripline Calculations.
Autoplacement and Autorouting

This chapter gives an overview of the autoplacement and autorouting features found in Ultiboard.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the Ultiboard Help for complete information on the features found in this chapter.

### Autoplacement

The autoplacer automatically places all unplaced parts onto your board according to group settings you can specify. It uses a rip-up and retry algorithm to find the best part positioning. As the autoplacer runs, the status line at the bottom of the screen indicates how many autoplacement passes have been completed. It also indicates how many parts have been placed and how many pins have been swapped (when the autoplacer performs pin/gate swaps). If the autoplacer cannot place all the parts, it returns a message indicating how many parts are still unplaced in the Results tab of the Spreadsheet View.

The autoplacer places parts as clusters. These clusters are generated by grouping a multi-pin part with a series of connected parts, each of which has fewer than four pins. Each cluster is then assigned a placement priority. By arranging parts into clusters, the autoplacer can place together those parts that have multiple connections. Block capacitors, which are connected to power signals, are always excluded from clusters. Ultiboard uses automatic block capacitor recognition to place block capacitors close to their corresponding ICs.

**Tip** You may wish to pre-place certain parts (for example, holes) before autoplacing other parts.

**Note** The autoplacer is controlled from the Autoplace tab of the Routing Options dialog box.
Autorouting

The autorouter runs an end-to-end autorouting process that includes four routing functions, applied in the following order:

1. Preprocessing.
2. Initial routing.
3. Rip-up and retry passes.
4. Optimization.

When you start the autorouter, Ultiboard analyzes the entire board, considering trace widths, clearances, keep-in, and keep-out areas. The preprocessor then determines the router parameters and algorithms best suited for this particular board, for example, routing grid size, pin clearance algorithms, and connection routing order.

Initial routing automatically routes as many traces as possible in a single pass without any rip-up and retry operations.

In some cases, Ultiboard can place all traces in a single pass without rerouting any traces. However, if Ultiboard does not achieve 100% completion, then the rip-up and retry router rips up selected traces and reroutes them to make room for other traces that could not be placed during the first pass.

The rip-up and retry router is guarded by a backtracking algorithm, which not only prevents routing deterioration or deadlock during rip-up and optimization, but is able to exploit better routing solutions. The rip-up and retry router automatically activates an intermediate optimizer if a single rip-up pass does not achieve 100% routing success.

Part of Ultiboard’s rip-up and retry procedure is to analyze dense board areas and adopt routing strategies in these areas, which decrease manufacturing costs. The cost factors Ultiboard uses can be adapted to your current routing problem; thus, you can control the routing strategies that Ultiboard uses and keep production costs within acceptable limits. It is strongly recommended that you do not modify these routing strategies unless you achieve poorer routing results than you expect with the defaults. When changing cost factors, even slight adjustments can have large effects on routing success, either improving or worsening the results.

The optimizer is usually applied after the autorouter achieves 100% completion. It eliminates unnecessary vias and smooths wire bends to reduce manufacturing costs. It also routes any remaining open connections.
Tip You can also autoroute selected buses and automatically place a test point on each net in your design.

Note Router functions are controlled through the **Routing Options** dialog box.
This chapter gives an overview of the features in Ultiboard that work in conjunction with Multisim, National Instruments’ schematic capture and simulation program.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the Ultiboard Help for complete information on the features found in this chapter.

Creating a Design from a Netlist File

Multisim can generate a .ewnet file which has all the details required to import the schematic into Ultiboard.

Once this file has been created, open Ultiboard, select File»Open, navigate to the desired .ewnet file and click Open.

Forward and Backward Annotation

向前标注（Forward Annotation）是将 schematic 设计更改发送到相应 PCB 布局文件的过程。

当你进行往前标注时，Multisim 文件和 Ultiboard 文件的差异显示在 Forward Annotation 对话框中。你可以为每个差异选择一个动作。

向后标注（Backward Annotation）是将 PCB 布局更改发送到相应 schematic 设计的过程。

当你进行向后标注时，Ultiboard 文件和 Multisim 文件的差异显示在 Backward Annotation 对话框中。你可以为每个差异选择一个动作。
Both forward and backward annotations are invoked from within Multisim or Ultiboard and provide the same user experience. A .ewnet file is produced during annotation that you can save and share. This file is the synchronization medium for both forward and backward annotation.

Cross-Probing

Select a part, or group of parts in Ultiboard and use the Highlight Selection in Multisim command to have the corresponding components highlight in Multisim.

This is called cross-probing.
Preparing for Manufacturing/Assembly

This chapter gives an overview of the features in Ultiboard that you can use to prepare your board for manufacturing.

Some of the described features may not be available in your edition of Ultiboard. Refer to the *NI Circuit Design Suite Release Notes* for a list of the features in your edition.

Refer to the *Ultiboard Help* for complete information on the features found in this chapter.

Design Rule Errors

The design rules and netlist check normally runs automatically. Error details appear in the DRC tab. Double-click on an error in the DRC tab to zoom in on the affected area on the design, which is indicated with a red circle, as shown in the example below.
Although the design rules and netlist check runs automatically, you may want to run a final check of the board’s integrity prior to saving or exporting the design.

To do this, select Design > DRC and netlist check. The results of the check appear in the Results tab of the Spreadsheet View. Errors are indicated with green arrows.

### Cleaning up the Board

Before sending the board for manufacturing, you may wish to perform some or all of the following:

- **Delete open trace ends**—Open trace ends are trace segments that do not have any terminating connections in the design. You should delete these before sending your design for manufacturer.

- **Delete unused vias**—Normally, you would delete unused vias after deleting any open trace ends.
• **Renumber parts**—As parts are added to, moved, and deleted from a design, their numbering changes. It is easier to produce, service, and troubleshoot boards when parts are ordered in a logical manner. You can use the **Renumber Parts** dialog box to renumber parts in the order that you specify.

• **Miter corners**—Use **Corner Mitering** to reduce or remove sharp angles on placed traces by creating 135° angles in their place. This is important for manufacturing purposes. You can apply corner mitering to the entire design or selected traces.

## Documenting Your Design

Ultiboard has a number of tools to help you document your design.

You can place and edit text anywhere on the design, and on any layer. You can also change the appearance and orientation of any placed text.

Adding a comment permits “redlining,” which can be used to show engineering change orders, to facilitate collaborative work among team members, or to allow background information to be attached to a design.

You can “pin” a comment to the workspace, or directly to a part. When a part with an attached comment is moved, the comment also moves. The figure below shows a comment pinned to a part with its contents displayed.

Use the **Capture Screen Area** tool to copy a section of your screen to the clipboard, which you can then paste to another application.
Viewing the Board in 3D

To view the board in three dimensions, choose Tools»View 3D.

A new window opens displaying a 3D representation of the board as shown in the example below.

Internal View

You can use the Internal View to look between the layers of a multi-layer PCB.

The figure below shows the normal 3D view of a sample PCB.

The figure below shows the internal 3D view of the same PCB.
Mechanical CAD

Ultiboard’s mechanical CAD functionality can be used to design enclosure boxes, front panels, or any other mechanical part associated with your PCB design.

Mechanical CAD functionality in Ultiboard takes two forms:

- You can create multi-layer mechanical CAD design files.
- You can have mechanical CAD layers as part of your PCB design files. Design files can include up to 10 mechanical CAD layers. These are accessed through the Layers tab of the Design Toolbox and can be used in the same way as other layers in your design.

For the most part, you work with mechanical CAD designs the same way that you do with PCB designs, although you cannot place traces or use the Autoroute function in mechanical CAD designs.

Viewing Gerber Files

Gerber files are the industry standard format for files used to generate PCBs. The industry standard version is the RS-274X file, which embeds aperture information into the file. For other versions of the Gerber format, a separate aperture file is needed. For each board design you will generally export multiple Gerber files, each of which will represent a specific layer on your PCB.

You can view one or more Gerber files before sending them for PCB manufacturing.
Exporting a File

You can export a file from Ultiboard in a format that can be understood by the equipment at the board manufacturer. An exported file contains complete information describing how a finished board is to be manufactured. There are many different manufacturing techniques used to produce printed circuit boards and Ultiboard can produce a wide variety of outputs to meet these needs.

You can export files in the following formats:

• Gerber photoplotters 274X or 274D.
• DXF.
• 3D DXF.
• 3D IGES.
• IPC-D-356A Netlist.
• NC drill.
• SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics).

You can also export text files that contain:

• Board Statistics.
• Part Centroids.
• Bill of Materials.
You can also create reports on:
  • Copper Amounts.
  • Test Points.
  • Layer Stackup.
Technical Support and Professional Services

Visit the following sections of the award-winning National Instruments Web site at ni.com for technical support and professional services:

- **Support**—Technical support at ni.com/support includes the following resources:
  - **Self-Help Technical Resources**—For answers and solutions, visit ni.com/support for software drivers and updates, a searchable KnowledgeBase, product manuals, step-by-step troubleshooting wizards, thousands of example programs, tutorials, application notes, instrument drivers, and so on. Registered users also receive access to the NI Discussion Forums at ni.com/forums. NI Applications Engineers make sure every question submitted online receives an answer.
  - **Standard Service Program Membership**—This program entitles members to direct access to NI Applications Engineers via phone and email for one-to-one technical support, as well as exclusive access to eLearning training modules at ni.com/eLearning. NI offers complementary membership for a full year after purchase, after which you may renew to continue your benefits.

    For information about other technical support options in your area, visit ni.com/services, or contact your local office at ni.com/contact.

- **Training and Certification**—Visit ni.com/training for training and certification program information. You can also register for instructor-led, hands-on courses at locations around the world.

- **System Integration**—If you have time constraints, limited in-house technical resources, or other project challenges, National Instruments Alliance Partner members can help. To learn more, call your local NI office or visit ni.com/alliance.

You also can visit the Worldwide Offices section of ni.com/niglobal to access the branch office Web sites, which provide up-to-date contact information, support phone numbers, email addresses, and current events.
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